
X·ONE Ultra Cable

Charge & Transmission 2 in 1
X·ONE

transmission at the same time Save time and efficient rate
 Ultra cable support charging and 
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X·ONE Ultra Cable

2.4A
FAST CHARGING

SAME AMOUNT OF TIME
DIFFERENT RESULT

X·ONE
2.4A Ultra Cable

Normal Data Cable
Output Current: 1A

Knockoff Data Cable
Output Current: 0.5A

Note: This feature is only compatible with high current chargers of 2.4A and above.

STENGTH
BEYOND YOUR
IMAGINATION

MORE DURABLE
THAN AVERAGE
DATA CABLES
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Ultra cable support IOS and Android System.
with 8 different features:
1. X·ONE ltra cable with double side USB Plug, it's very easy to use
2. X·ONE Ultra cable with good quality and unibody plug
3. The plug with stage humanization design, it can avoid bad contacts
4. The plug is made by high quality Titanium craft, it can avoid rust
5. X·ONE Ultra cable is made of stronger pure copper line, the maximum charger current is 2.4A, the 
    maximum output power up to 98% at least, it support fast transmission and charging
6. Using high density cotton / nylon woven line /TPU line, anti-winding, no tied, and good stretch-proof
7. Good heat dissipation, extended service life
8. 1.2/1.5 /3.0 meter extended date cable, so it can support long distance charging or data transmission

X·ONE 

No fraying. Solid TPE outer jacket for longer lasting usage.

 The external protective layer is made by anti-abrasion material, to protect wire and cable from abrasion and insulation.

 Shielded cable composed of braided strands of alloy to reduce the disturbance for better signal transmission.

Anti interference. Electromagnetic shielding and protection.

High-resistance insulation protects each set of wires.

Signal core(Green/White):  28AWG×2C    19/0.08mm.

Power core(Red):  21AWG×1C    40/0.12mm.

Advanced 250D Vectran™ fibers reinforces the cores and the entire cable for 

higher tensile strength.(Vectran is a registered trademark of Kuraray Co., Ltd.)

3 sets of high tensile composite fiber .

Advanced 2 sets of 1000D Vectran™ fibers to withstand ultra-high tension.

X·ONE Ultra Cable
Apple Lightning Cable
1. The outermost layer of braided cable: 16 ingots 600D fiber optic braided wire .

2. The surface with white TPE:   3.8±0.1mm  (Half Matte)

3. Braid shielded cable:  16/6/0.10mm TC  (Tinned Copper)

4. Winding aluminum foil:  0.025×8mm  (Aluminum foil outwards)

5. Power line(Red/Black):  25AWG×2C    35/0.10mm+250D Vectran Fiber

6. Signal line(Green/White):  28AWG×2C    19/0.08mm+250D Vectran Fiber

7. Cotton Fiber: 60mmx2PCS

Type-C Cable

1. The outermost layer of braided cable: 16 ingots 600D fiber optic braided wire .

2. The surface with white TPE:   3.8±0.1mm  (Half Matte)

3. Braid shielded cable:  16/6/0.10mm TC  (Tinned Copper)

4. Winding aluminum foil:  0.025×8mm  (Aluminum foil outwards)

5. Power line(Red/Black):  25AWG×2C    35/0.10mm+250D Vectran Fiber

6. Signal line(Green/White):  28AWG×2C    19/0.08mm+250D Vectran Fiber

7. Cotton Fiber: 60mmx2PCS

Micro USB Cable For Android OS/Colorful Cable Design
For Colorful Life/Made By Mfi Standard

1. The external protective layer is made by anti-abrasion material, to protect wire and cable from abrasion and insulation.

2. No fraying. Solid TPE outer jacket for longer lasting usage.

3. Shielded cable composed of braided strands of alloy to reduce the disturbance for better signal transmission.

4. Anti interference. Electromagnetic shielding and protection.

5. Power core (Red/Black): 24AWG×2   7/0.20mm.

6. Signal core(White/Green): 32AWG×2  7/0.08mm.

7. Transmissive core(Yellow/Blue): 32AWG×2   7/0.08mm.

8. Transmissive core(Orange/Purple): 32AWG×2    7/0.08mm.

9. Drain core: 32AWG×2    7/0.08T

10.High tensile composite fiber .

11.High-resistance insulation protects each set of wires.
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TYPEC-001 TYPEC-002 TYPEC-003 TYPEC-004

ADBZ-001 ADBZ-002 ADBZ-003 ADBZ-004

MFIBZ-001 MFIBZ-001 MFIBZ-001 MFIBZ-001
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Elegant Eel Leather Mobile Phone Skin

Eel skin is a high quality material used by 

developed European countries due to its high 

toughness, wear and tear resistance, softness, 

the ease of molding or shaping, stylish 

appearance among other characteristics. The 

production of eel leather is very complex, as it 

is subjected to 14 steps of careful 

emulsification, softening and degreasing. The 

handling of eel skin is more difficult, but it is 

softer, tougher and more resistant than the 

skin of a snake. Eels cannot be used to foster 

artificial propagation, because the eel has a 

special way of life. The living conditions of the 

eel is difficult to simulate in artificial 

environments, thus eel skin is more valuable. 

Eels do not have multi-layer skin, so stories of 

eel skin having multiple layers are untrue.

Natural eel skin does have fold lines, because 

eel skins are smaller relatively to other 

animals. Therefore each skin will have a 

variety of patterns and natural scars. If the eel 

skin appears to be perfect, then it could be 

man-made.
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Rare Deerskin Phone Case

Deerskin refers to the skin of the common deer. It is used to produce high quality luxury leather 

goods made from fine fabric. The deerskin is soft yet strong, beautiful, lightweight, waterproof 

and resistant to heat up to 120 degrees celcius. At lower temperatures, deerskin can also be 

used as medicine. The supply of deerskin is reliant on imports from abroad, hence the price of 

the products may be more expensive.

The deerskin has a smooth velvety feeling when touched, especially when used for a long 

period of time. No other leather can match this! Wild deerskin can be characterized as soft, 

porous yet tough and stretchable. It is thicker than sheepskin, where the fibrous tissues are 

firmer. It is one of the favourite fabrics used by celebrities for their luxury products.
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Oil Wax Leather Phone Case

The first layer of leather is usually the 

outermost layer of original cow leather. The 

leather should have natural texture such as 

scars, marks and tendons. The finest 

cowhide comes from wholegrain-fed cows 

where fewer scars are spotted. It is mainly 

used in high-end luxurious leather goods, 

and is used by successful people and 

fashionable pets. It is a status symbol of 

exquisite taste. The oil that is used on the 

wax is made from authentic cowhide that 

has a shiny surface and more durable 

characteristics. It has a unique texture for a 

smooth feel and visual effect.



X·ONE DROPGUARD
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The premium yellow-resistant coating keeps 

the case completely transparent for longer.



39 40Dropguard 2.0

 X·ONE DROPGUARD 2.0
Customisable Back Panel 

Black grain sanding film White grain sanding filmOriginal transparent

Dropguard 2.0

Crystal Clear

Shockproof & Drop Protection

You can do away with bulky cases, 

this case offers you drop protection 

from 3 meters and day-to-day wear and tear



41 42ShocK DominatorShocK Dominator

 X·ONE ShocK Dominator

Military grade drop resistance

Honeycomb Anti-fall shell

Shock Absorption Impact Resistant


